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^i{epapy. 
WANING. 
The wind is howling, cold and drear, 
The  leaves  are  falling, brown and sear, 
The brooks are swollen and complaining, 
Autumn's life is slowly waning. 
Drawing to its close. 
All sounds of joy have passed away, 
The trees look bare and bleak and gray, 
And the frowning, scowling sky 
Seems to warn and prophesy 
That Autumn's life is fading. 
The song-birds to the South have flown, 
The pine-trees softly, sadly moan, 
And all the grim world signifies, 
As the cold wind sobs and sighs, 
That   Winter's   coming  on. 
The days are short and chill and drear, 
The hearth's bright gleam brings welcome cheer. 
The crows' "caw caw" and boding cry, 
The pine-trees' rustling, sobbing sigh 
Grows hoarse amid the snow. 
And in the sky, the Moon's faint light 
Dimmed by the cloudy, wintry night 
Blinks and quavers, winks and leers 
As the tired march of the weary years 
Tramps slowly by. 
Tramps past the twentieth century line 
Only to read the "Onward" sign— 
No rest is marked on Time's scarred map— 
The Old Year hastens without a nap 
To meet Eternity. 
And so the seasons hasten on, 
December days are past and gone, 
The Old Years linger, only stay 
To see the New Years blithe and gay 
And leave one last  farewell. 1905. 
A 
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THE  FUTURE OF AMERICAN  FICTION. 
N individual's life best indicates his ideals. No less truly 
does the life of a people in its varied activities, manifest the 
national ideals. Through its customs, public institutions, art 
and literature, the nation speaks to the world. But customs are 
constantly changing; public institutions are unstable; works of 
art are defaced by the destructive power of time; the most truth- 
ful, as well as the most enduring expression of a nation's life is 
its literature. 
And what form of literature reveals most clearly the heart of 
a people? Is it poetry, with its wealth of imagery? Is it his- 
tory, with its confused mass of fact? Is it philosophy, full of 
subtle reasoning? Say rather that it is fiction; for fiction blends 
the actual with the ideal; it clothes fact in attractive dress; it 
depicts the passion and strife, the hope and fear, the mingling of 
wisdom and folly which make up human life. 
The last two centuries have witnessed a marvellous develop- 
ment of the world's fiction. It has grown with the nations— 
broadened with their conceptions of life. With some of them it 
has, perhaps, reached the height of its splendor. 
But there is in the West a nation whose life had scarcely 
begun when European countries were glorying in their wealth 
of literature, a nation whose development has been so different 
from theirs that its great literature is not a thing of the past, but 
of the future; a nation possessing unsurpassed possibilities for 
fiction—our own America ! 
The war which gave her independence left her scant leisure 
for literary work. In the years which followed, pressing social 
and political matters demanded all her energies. The question 
with her was not literature, but life. Even up to the Civil War, 
American fiction, with few exceptions, was unknown to the 
world. But out of that war, so terrible in its ravages, so 
momentous in its issue, grew the consciousness of a national 
solidarity. The union was firmly established. During the past 
half-century the watchword, in every department of American 
life, has been "Progress." Fiction exemplifies it. To-day not 
only does it number its hundreds of contributors, but in one phase 
of it, the short story, America is the acknowledged leader. 
Crude and unformed as much of our fiction has been, it has 
nevertheless manifested, now and then, signs which augur well. 
With all its limitations of time and circumstance, the past has 
given us the fruit of Irving's fancy, of Hawthorne's vivid imag- 
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ination. Our recent literature is rich in the historical and local 
novel. True it is that America has no far-reaching historical 
background; she cannot, like England, point to a past which 
antedates the dark ages; she cannot, like France, boast of an 
illustrious line of kings, whose reigns were bright with deeds of 
chivalry. But what of that? Have the world's greatest novels 
been founded on remote history? The French Revolution, an 
event of the eighteenth century, formed the setting for that great 
work of Hugo's, "Les Miserables." America, too, underwent a 
revolution, noble in its motives, glorious in its results. What 
better background for a novel than the War of '76? 
In Europe, social extremes are the basis of many novels. In 
America, too, there are extremes, not of titled aristocrat and 
humble peasant, but of wealth and poverty. On the one hand, 
the riches of a few; on the other, the poverty of thousands. 
In our country, sectional diversity, both of scenery and people, 
offers a great field to the novelist. In the North, the rugged 
soil imparts to the people its strength; in the West, the Rockies 
typify th'e life of their inhabitants; the South glows with the 
warmth of a tropical sun. 
A factor yet more potent in shaping the American fiction of 
the coming century, is the mingling of many races. All roads 
lead to America. In this land men of every class and condition 
find a home, and the consequent clash of ideals, the difficulty of 
adaptation to new surroundings—the thousand and one compli- 
cations which arise, suggest plots innumerable. 
Thus far much of our fiction has been imitative. Does that 
argue against the freedom of the future? France copied from 
Grecian models. England and Germany, in their turn, were once 
servile followers of France. But these countries have long since 
thrown off the shackles of imitation; to-day their literature ranks 
with the most splendid in the world. And can it be, shall it be, 
that the American spirit of freedom, which dominates our lives, 
shall not prevail in our literature? The world no longer ques- 
tions our social and political independence, it is manifest in every 
phase of our activity. At first feeble, now strengthening with 
each year, that same spirit of independence is becoming more 
and more the key-note of our literature. It will, it must, domi- 
nate our future fiction. 
Let America, then, look forward to a literature, broad as her 
domain, varied 5s her life; to a fiction not founded on remote 
. history, but glowing with the life of the West, the color of the 
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South, the vigor of national enterprise; above all, to a fiction that 
shall convince the world, in language not to be doubted, of the 
truth, beauty, and strength of American ideals. 
MAY E. GOULD, 1905. 
THE THEORY OF INDEPENDENCE. 
YOU have quite lost your individuality,"  announced   Miss 
Mather. 
Althea stirred uneasily. 
"I don't understand you, Cousin Harriet," she said. 
"Ever since your mother died, and you've been keeping house 
for Jim, you haven't had an opinion of your own. It's Jim, Jim, 
Jim, all the time. You can't stir without him. Why, if the girls 
plan to ask you to a spread all at once somebody looks solemn and 
says: 'Althca's brother. He can't come." So then they know 
it's no use to ask you."    Miss Mather drew an angry breath. 
"You—you provoke me," she declared. "I do believe you'd 
rather spend an evening watching Jim draw a plan for some house 
and keeping his ink well filled, than to go to a real ball!" 
"Oh, yes," agreed Althea involuntarily.    Then she smiled. 
"I—I don't like balls," she said.    "I'm afraid of them." 
"Stuff and nonsense," Miss Mather said shortly. "You 
wouldn't be if you were my child.    It is not natural." 
She adjusted her glass with majestic deliberation. "It's 
Jim," she said positively. "You have become a pocket edition of 
Jim." She paused, pleased with the phrase. "A pocket edition 
of Jim," she repeated contentedly. 
Althea burrowed further into the deep chair; she was very 
little.    "Oh, no," she protested.    "Oh, no, indeed." 
Really, Cousin Harriet was going too far. Miss Mather 
smiled leniently. 
"Perhaps," she said, as one who, being in the right, can well 
afford a temporary concession. "Perhaps. But why aren't you 
going to Miriam's wedding?" 
"Jim,—" began Althea innocently, and flushed. 
"Exactly," remarked Miss Mather with dry relish. "Jim 
doesn't want you to.    Exactly." 
She arose and smiled down on the tiny figure in the big chair. 
"Well, I must go," she announced. "Really, you will see I am 
right, my dear." 
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The afternoon lagged. It was raining dismally and Althea 
reflected that it would be quite three hours, at the least, before 
Jim could leave the office. At the thought, she fell to wonder- 
ing. Was it true that she was ridiculously dependent on Jim? 
She was still a little resentful, a little hurt by Cousin Harriet's 
brusqueness. And Miriam's wedding—what chums they had 
been—in the days when the home was still unbroken. Miriam 
had lived only across the street and they had loved each other with 
the love that is real friendship—and Miriam was to be married, 
without her. With a sudden impulse, she went to the tiny desk 
and re-read the note from Miriam. She had been almost pleased 
at Jim's playful denial of her friend's request. 
"No, I can't spare you," he had said decidedly. Then he had 
crossed to the other side of the little square table, and patted her 
shoulder in his big, friendly way; Vaguely Althea had balanced 
the friendliness against the easy decisiveness of his refusal and 
had been content. Now, all at once, she remembered the decis- 
ion in his voice. 
After all, it was absurd,—not to see one's dearest friend mar- 
ried ! And to be gone so short a time! Really, it was rather 
selfish of Jim. Everyone would be there—the Fowler girls, 
Katherine Eastman.—all of them. In a sudden wave of home- 
longing she remembered, without her usual sense of amusement, 
one of Miss Mather's favorite utterances. "Home ties, my dear," 
she was wont to say impressively, "Home ties, my dear, should 
never be allowed to obliterate one's individuality." 
Really, Cousin Harriet was right.    She ought to go. 
Jim, who was tall, muscular and intelligent, received the news 
with calmness. Indeed, so undisturbed was he that Althea won- 
dered uneasily why she had been so defiant in announcing it. 
In the home train, surrounded by Jim's forethought, with 
books and flowers, Althea had her first premonitory intuition. 
When he had said "good-by" there was a tender amusement in 
Jim's gray eyes. Straightway, Althea's mind went back over 
the intervening years to when, a very stubborn little girl, she had 
insisted on staying the night at her cousin's. Her mother's eyes 
had looked into hers very kindly on that day. 
She had never before travelled alone, and she looked down 
the long aisle with childish interest. A stout old gentleman in 
front was sleeping audibly, the woman across the aisle was look- 
ing out of the window with a bored expression. The rest were 
reading newspapers.    Nobody regarded her with even the most 
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languid interest. If the thought of taking the long journey 
alone has appealed to her as an exhibition of independence, she 
was forced to conclude it was a profitless one. Even Cousin 
Harriet was not here to applaud! 
She looked down at the crowded seat, but flowers, apart from 
their associations, are not much company. As for books, Jim's 
hastily selected "best seller" seemed strangely "grown up" and 
unattractive. Althea was conscious of a sudden longing for her 
own worn "Little Women," and "Sara Crewe." What a nice 
girl "Jo" was and how she always stood by "Laurie." Nonsense! 
Suddenly the woman across the aisle smiled expectantly at 
the door, and threw down her book. 
"I'm so glad you came," she cried to the man who swung 
down the aisle. 
"I thought you wouldn't like to get in alone at night," 
Althea heard him say. She squared her shoulders pet- 
ulantly, and stared out of the fast darkening window. 
The train whirred over the familiar country. Althea remem- 
bered nervously that the home station was always crowded. 
Why had she not told Jim to telegraph them she was coming. 
They would not expect her. 
Perhaps,—she sat up hopefully—perhaps, after all, there 
would be no room for her and she would have to go back on the 
"midnight." 
The train panted heavily into the station. There was the 
usual rush forward, the usual harsh cries of the hackmen, the 
usual confusion of shifting lights. Althea stared about her 
helplesslv. 
"Kerridge, lady?" 
"I don't"—began Althea, and stopped, for some one at her 
side was waving the man back. 
"I came on the smoker," explained the big, friendly voice. 
"Walk sharp, now." 
So Althea, piloted through the crowd by a mighty arm, cried 
happily to herself. 1906. 
MY WISH. 
Oh. would I had the power! 
I'd speed on wings of air 
And bid the troubled world rejoice 
And rise from blind despair. 
Oh would I had the voice! 
To all the world I'd sing 
A sweeter song from day to day, 
Till men should know my King. 
Ross M. BRADLEY. '06. 
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THE GENIUS OF THE GREEKS. 
IT seems marvelous that almost at the dawn of history we find 
a race which stands forth pre-eminent in its superior genius. 
Such are the Greeks who stand first among the nations as hav- 
ing done most to promote human knowledge, human art, and 
human culture. 
It has always been difficult to understand fully the reason 
for this, but many influences have contributed to it. The geo- 
graphical and climatic conditions contributed their influence. 
Greece was a land of beauty and diverse scenery suited to nur- 
ture and foster the fancy and imagination. The existing condi- 
tion of society with its slave class gave to the Greeks leisure for 
culture and refinement. Such were the surrounding influences 
on a people of exquisite sensibility, originality, and inventive 
genius. Then, too, their inherent sense of beauty impelled them 
toward art and literature as the artistic forms through which 
the genius of the race expressed itself, and to use the language 
of philosophical mysticism it fulfilled its destiny as a prime agent 
in the manifestation  of the  World-spirit. 
No organic development in the history of the human mind 
has been better known or richer and at the same time more sim- 
ple than that of the Grecian genius. Unconsciously the Greeks 
absorbed and assimilated to themselves, the loveliness surround- 
ing them; to learn how they transmuted the splendor of the 
world into aesthetic forms requires a glance at their literature and 
sculpture. 
Their love of beauty and sound led to poetry, which is always 
the earliest species of literature in a nation's development 
because poetry is artistic and appeals to the emotions, in truth, 
the natural outpouring of the heart, whereas prose is scientific 
and requires more intellectual development. The first develop- 
ments of Greek poetry were immediately connected with relig- 
ion, and that worship, the enthusiastic devotion of which, was 
embodied in poetry was the worship of nature. Their very flex- 
ible, rich, and graceful language gave them scope and power in 
their poetry which has never since been attainable; it suggested 
to them music and rhythm; it induced harmony and grace of 
expression. 
Greek genius was endowed with the faculty of distinguish- 
ing, differentiating, and vitalizing. Therefore, with the very 
earliest stirrings of conscious art in Greece we remark a power- 
ful specializing tendency.    Separate forms of music and metre 
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are devoted with unerring instinct of a truly aesthetic race to the 
expression of the several moods and passions of the soul. 
To an era of intense activity by which the nation had been 
nobly roused, its interest in human emotion and the individual 
awakened, the drama owes its development. Action and the 
delineation of human emotion are of prime importance. Nemesis 
was the ruling notion in the Greek tragedy. The Greek drama 
is religious, human, mythological, ethical, and artistic. In form 
it is simple, in spirit ideal, in influence refining. It owes its 
power to the qualities of regularity and simplicity. 
Art was the popular expression of the genius of a people to 
whom it appealed strongly as a clear and intelligible language. 
The national games, the religious pageants, the theatrical shows, 
and the gymnastic exercises of the Greeks were sculpturesque. 
In fact, the whole race lived out its sculpture before it learned 
to express itself in marble. 
Greek art attained in its reproduction of human form, not 
merely to the expression of the highest indwelling spirit of 
human intelligence, but to the expression also of the great human 
passions; of the powerful movements as well as of the calm and 
peaceful order of the soul as finding in the affections of the body 
a language, the elements of which the artist might analyze, and 
then combine, order, and recompose. 
Greek sculpture was idealistic. The artist under primitive 
conditions is the exponent of the general tendencies of his 
people. To represent mental images accurately was their aim. 
the office of the imagination in Greek sculpture, in its handling 
of divine persons, was to condense the impressions of natural 
things into human form. 
Why is it that they are still our teachers, in art, of grandeur 
and purity both of conception and execution ? The broad inten- 
tion of the Greek artist is the main reason its effect upon the 
world has never diminished and why its lessons are eternal. All 
that was special, momentary, and transitory was avoided and 
the large enduring features are portrayed with calm and 
majestic dignity. We may even notice a certain calmness, 
almost a coldness, and it is this very coldness which has secured 
the sympathy of distant ages, of strange nations. 
The restraint of emotion was the feature which gives to Greek 
sculpture its eternal freshness and attracts the ever renewed 
sympathy of mankind. For these works which are full of feel- 
ing, but of repressed feeling, not only carry with them the hearts 
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of men in their broad representation of human emotions, but 
even allow every spectator of every age to realize his own par- 
ticular feelings under their large and comprehensive types. 
The Greeks alone owned the gift of innate beauty and 
unerring taste. The spirit of human loveliness was there 
breathed fully into all the forms of art. Greek genius, in spite of 
an immoral and worthless theology, worked out in its higher 
manifestation a morality approaching  in  many points  the  best 
type of modern Christianity. 
GRACE M. PEABODY, 1905. 
/?Iumni  r^ourcd-(Bable. 
ALUMNI  NOTES. 
Will each alumnus who reads this page, and who during the 
past year has made a change in location or position, send a notice 
to this effect to the STUDENT before December 10. The present 
board wishes its last issue to be its best. You can help very 
materially to make it so. 
'68.—President Chase delivered an address before the Bangor 
Convention of Maine Teachers which convened in October. 
'72.—George E. Gay resigned the position of Superintendent 
of Schools in Maiden, Mass., to become a member of the Com- 
mission in charge of the Educational Exhibit at the St. Louis 
Exposition. 
'73.—President James H. Baker delivered the commence- 
ment address at the State Normal School in Greeley, his subject 
being, "Always a Learner." On June 22 he delivered the prin- 
cipal address at the commencement exercises of the Ohio State 
University at Columbus, Ohio. 
'75.—Professor J. Raymond Brackett has been spending the 
summer in Europe. He has been at Oxford, England, the greater 
part of the time. 
'76.—Rev. G. L. White of New Hampton, N. H., visited col- 
lege recently.    He has a son in the Sophomore Class. 
'76.—A Life of Dr. O. R. Bachelder, missionary to India, has 
been published this year by the Morning Star Publishing Com- 
pany.    This book was written by Rev. Thomas H. Stacy, '76. 
'yj.—Hon. O. B. Clason attended the Bates-Bowdoin game. 
J- 
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'80.—Hon. W. H. Judkins has recently returned from the 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition. 
'81.—Hon. Charles Cook has recently purchased a residence 
on State Street, Portland. 
'85.—Charles T. Walter is Secretary of Civil and Military 
Affairs for Vermont. 
'86.—Professor W. H. Hartshorn was delegate from Bates 
to the election of the president of  College. 
'87.—J. R. Dunton is principal of the grammar schools and 
superintendent of schools in Augusta. He spent Thanksgiving 
day in Lewiston. 
'88.—Rev. Samuel H. Woodrow has been pastor  of   Hope 
Congregational   Church,   Springfield,   Mass.,   since   September, 
1898.    He has done splendid service for the   church.    He  has 
made a feature of the Sunday night meetings, giving series of 
lectures himself, and now the attendance is regularly large. Dur- 
ing his pastorate Mr. Woodrow has received into the church 363 
members, which is a net gain to the church membership of 163. 
He has been aided in his work by competent business and profes- 
sional men, by tireless women, and by hosts of young people. 
Mr. Woodrow's club, for the men of his church, was one of the 
first such clubs to be formed in local   churches.    Among   the 
more important offices held by him outside his pastorate are: 
President of Connecticut Valley  Congregational   Club;   vice- 
president of the Reality Club; member of the executive commit- 
tee of the Massachusetts Home Missionary Society; secretary 
and treasurer of the Yale Divinity Alumni   Association ;   vice- 
president of Boston Alumni Association of Bates College; vice- 
president of the Massachusetts Christian Endeavor Union; and 
trustee of the School of Religious Pedagogy at Hartford. 
'95-—Mr. Spratt, for several years principal of Bridgton 
Academy, is taking a graduate course in Biology at Harvard. 
'96.—Miss Gracia Prescott of South Portland High School 
and Miss Bessie C. Hayes, '98, of Deering High School, attended 
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition this summer. 
'97.—Among the many Bates graduates in attendance at the 
Maine Teachers' Convention at Bangor were Messrs. Palmer, 
Cunningham, Misses Vickery, Smith, Buzzell, all of '97, also 
Messrs. Palmer, '99, Nichols, Adams, Misses Thompson, '04, 
Given '04, North, '04, Blanchard, '01, and Long, '02. 
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'97.—R. B. Stanley spoke in a forceful and pleasing style 
before the students in the mass-meeting after society, Novem- 
ber nth. He was also in evidence at the game the following day. 
'97.—Carl E. Milliken has begun an interesting work for the 
young men of his town. He is president of the Christian 
Endeavor Society and a teacher in the Sunday-school. But he 
found a class of young men who were not being reached, who 
lived in boarding houses and had no other place for their even- 
ings. So he has rented a hall, has sub-rented part of it to pay 
for the entire amount, has secured periodicals, fire, lights, game 
boards, and has opened it for young men. It is proving a great 
success. 
'98.—Rev. Thomas S. Bruce is having great success as a 
teacher and preacher among the masses of colored people in the 
"Black Belt" of North Carolina. He is principal of Shiloh Insti- 
tute, a school of secondary learning, run entirely by the col- 
ored people. Since he became principal of the school, he has 
had some tragic experience growing out of the fact that he was 
educated in the North. Last year all the buildings were oiled 
one night and set on fire—the girls' dormitory was saved, but the 
boys' building was completely destroyed. Much prejudice and 
ignorance and jealousies came to the front. But the life of the 
school and an opportunity for the negro youth in this section of 
the country were not ended. This year Shiloh of the South is 
flourishing with the largest number of students and better sur- 
rounding conditions. 
'99.—Herbert C. Small, who is a Swedenborgian minister in 
Bridgewater, Mass., has recently been confirmed in his pastor- 
ate there. 
'99.—Miss Edith Kelly is assistant in the Chicopee (Mass.) 
High School. 
1900.—Miss Mary B. Ford has a desirable position as teacher 
of Chemistry in Wheaton Seminary. 
1900.—Miss Jane Eliza Emery is assistant in the Upton 
(Mass.) High School. 
'01.—Miss L. L. Parker is assistant in Cherryfield Academy. 
'01.—Ivan I. Felker has resigned his position as principal of 
the academy at East Greenwich, R. I., to accept the tutorship of 
the science department in Sanborn Seminary, Kingston, N. H. 
'02.—J. F. Hamlin is teaching English and athletics in Salem 
(Mass.) High School. He visited college and spoke at the stu- 
dent mass-meeting November nth. 
JJL 
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02.—The engagement is announced of Susie F. Watts to 
Arthur L. Dexter. 
'02.—Announcements have been received of the marriage of 
Miss Francena Day to Mr. Frederick F. Spalding on October 
twenty-ninth. Mr. and Mrs. Spalding will live at 105 Oxford 
Street, Portland, Me. 
02.—Sullivan attended the Bates-Bowdoin game. 
'02.—Miss Clara F. Allen has been elected to teach English in 
the Skowhegan High School. 
'02.—Miss Ida M. Manuel is assistant in Pittsfield (N. H.) 
High School. 
'02.—A. L. Dexter is teaching in the Nashua (N. H.) High 
School. 
'02.—Miss Florence Kimball is teaching in Woodward's 
School for Girls, Quincy, Mass. 
02.—Miss Grace Thompson is assistant in Westford Acad- 
emy, Westford, Mass. 
03—X. C. Bucknam and C. P. Allen attended the Bates- 
Bowdoin game. 
'03.—Miss Bertha Stratton is at home in Auburn. 
'03.—H. C. Kelly is submaster of Natick (Mass.) High 
School. 
03.—Amy M. Staples is teaching in the Lisbon Falls High 
School. 
04.—George A. Ross is studying in the New York Univer- 
sity Law School. 
'04-—Many of the class were about college at the time of the 
Bates-Bowdoin game,—among these were Misses Given, Thomp- 
son, Reynolds, Green, Walker, and Flanders, Swan, M. Wey- 
month, Briggs, and Robbins. 
04.—J. K. Flanders is teaching in Dummer Academy, South 
Byfield, Mass. He succeeds to the position vacated by Moody, 
'02. 
'04.—Mae Carrow is teaching in North Yarmouth Academy, 
Yarmouth, Me. 
'04.—P. L. Cole is teaching in Virginia. 
'04-—Florence Hodgson is teaching German, English and 
Mathematics in the High School at Plainville, Mass. 
04.—J. A. Sinclair is teaching in Wilmington, Mass. 
'04.—Grace Thompson is teaching Greek and English in 
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield. 
'04.—Alta C. Walker is teaching at Wells Beach, Me. 
'04.—Milton Weymouth is studying law in Rockland, Me. 
'04.—Mrs. Margaret Preston Eastman is living in Chicago. 
'04.—The following members of '04 were about college at 
Thanksgiving time: Misses Carrow, Bray and Parkin, Messrs. 
Case, Smith, and Guy Weymouth. 
yfpound ffye Editors'©able. 
HOW many Seniors are writing on arbitration? How many 
Senior and Junior girls are thinking of that historical 
essay? Time is flying! Before we realize it the dates on which 
they are due will be here. Not only the Seniors, but the under- 
classmen as well, should be thinking of the essay on arbitration. 
Freshmen, begin now, and astonish the world by your grasp of 
the subject when you are Seniors, Sophomores and Juniors. Don't 
let the chance go by. Were there no other object than the prize, 
it is worth working for, and the greater object—that of obtain- 
ing an intelligent idea of this great factor in the future progress 
of the world—is such an one as no true student can let pass 
unheeded. 
On you. Senior and Junior girls, rests the task of winning 
once more for Bates the prize given by the Colonial Dames of 
Maine. Twice has this honor come to us, and surely we must 
not fall below the work of our predecessors. Our foot-ball boys 
have scored victories this fall over the teams of Colby and Maine, 
and now in this contest, the girls of Bates come up against the 
girls of Maine and Colby. Girls, keep up your part of the col- 
lege standard.    Don't let the garnet fall into the dust. 
DON'T forget the old folks." The sentiment expressed so 
long ago in this familiar line is pertinent for to-day, when 
the holiday season is approaching and many of us are looking 
forward with eagerness to the visit home. Perhaps we think we 
do not need the admonition. The very fact that we are happy in 
the prospect of going home tells that we have not forgotten 
home. We can even now feel the firm clasp of father's hand and 
see mother's tender smite of joy; and when we really do see 
them we feel that we love them more than ever before. But when 
we see the joy which our home-coming brings to them, do we not 
wish we had sent letters a little oftener? Do we not wish we 
had remembered mother's birthday with some thoughtful gift? 
We remembered other people and forgot mother, yet by no one 
would a remembrance have been more appreciated. 
Before we make resolutions for next term, however, let us 
improve the opportunities which will come to us this vacation. 
Of course our interests are wide, our pleasures enticing and our 
joys are in some measure our parents' joys, too; but let us not 
-*• '   ' p .- - *- 
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make the vacation center wholly in ourselves. Instead of mother 
planning a party for Mary, why might not Mary plan a party for 
mother, just once?' Because mothers and fathers sacrifice for 
us they have not lost their own little personal prides and ambi- 
tions. We might be surprised at the real youthfulness we could 
bring back to them Our attention, our love mean so much to 
them, why not show them all we really feel? They have 
planned on our return as much as we have. Let us not give all 
of our time and attention to outside friends. In the quiet even- 
ing at home, talking with mother and father, listening atten- 
tively to the things in which they are interested, sympathizing 
with them in their disappointments, planning with them 
for the future, confiding to them our own hopes and 
aspirations, we shall get nearer their hearts than ever before, we 
shall discover in them new worth, real companionship, and the 
vacation will mean added happiness not only to the home but also 
to ourselves. 
BEFORE we close our mind finally to the struggle that has 
been going on for the past ten weeks on the foot-ball field, 
let us see if we can't get a little lesson. We admire the spirit and 
courage of the man who crawls along with the ball after the 
crowd has piled over him. We applaud the man who dashes 
through the little hole in the line and makes first down every 
time. We give all honor to the team that is defeated, fighting 
inch by inch, as they are pushed to their own goal-line. Let's 
take a lesson for each. There is the study that's hard and it's 
easy to be neglectful. Strike the line hard, make a desperate 
attempt, and use the three trials to get your gain. Don't give 
up the struggle until you have to. Let's have a word, and the 
one word that expresses all I have to say is, "Push!" 
THE problem for the editor is agreed to be that of selecting 
for his theme the topic of all absorbing interest to his 
readers. Foot-ball is over. Snow on the athletic field has put 
an end to outdoor track and tennis. Even Thanksgiving clay 
with its savory turkey and mince-pie has become but a pleasant 
memory. And yet we are not left without an outlet for our 
energies, a safety valve for our exuberant spirits, for near us looms 
up that ghastly grinning spectre, Examinations. When we first 
returned to college his form was so concealed within the bright 
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draperies of twelve happy weeks woven together of days of work 
and fun that we somehow ignored his existence. Then occasion- 
ally he thrust out his grim arm and enclosing us in his horrid 
grip whispered in our ears that he was yet abroad. One after 
another the filmy stuffs have dropped away till now he stands like 
the campus trees gray, gaunt and dismal. 
And yet, however much we slander the poor old bony frame, 
we respect him none the less, for it is such as he who give to the 
whole structure, its staying qualities. We are not studying for 
the so-called final "exams." We are working so that when the 
real testing time comes, be it soon or late, we may acquit our- 
selves honorably before the world as college men and women of 
whom it has a right to expect much. Viewed from this per- 
spective, our otherwise dread foe assumes a friendly form, teach- 
ing us to study with the purpose of retaining, to discriminate 
between the immaterial and the important, the good and the bet- 
ter. After all, what are in college the "fianls" are in life but the 
preliminaries. 
IS there one among us who has not heard that cleanliness is 
next to godliness ? Hardly; yet cleanliness has a twin relative 
too often forgotten, too frequently ignored—that relative is 
neatness. 
We have all seen girls whose wrinkled clothes are worn with 
a "hung-on" appearance, whose garments, many times, have rips 
yawning for that stitch that saves nine; girls whose ribbons are 
soiled and crushed, whose hair is flying in every direction, girls 
who are always in a hurry but constantly late. Mark them. If 
they become housekeepers, we should not care to call upon them 
but once; if they become business women their desks are sure to 
be in disorder, their offices in confusion. Their employer's busi- 
ness "grows dull," and they are no longer needed. Why? Too 
slack. Do we not all know boys whose suits have not been 
pressed since they left the tailor's, whose shoes long since have 
ceased to be black, whose collar most likely is soiled and doubt- 
less worn with a crumpled tie twisted into a hard knot ? We have 
in mind now a college graduate, whose life has been a failure. 
He has lost one fine position after another. There is no fault to 
be found with his education. His morals are all right. What 
is the trouble?   His personal appearance is against him. 
On the other hand, all of us know a man who might have 
come out of that proverbial bandbox.    His suit is as coarse as 
J- , JM :.*. 
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our own in quality, but it is well brushed and carefully pressed; 
his neck scarf is no more expensive than our own but it is tied 
correctly. This man is no fop either. He is often called "well 
groomed." He has made a tremendous impression upon us, and 
we look for the reason. It is very clear. We may think that he 
has more money to spend. Not so, but he does spend a little 
more time, a trifle more care in attending to the details of his 
dress. It pays him well; he is a favorite with his employer; he 
is ready any time to meet his clients. 
To us as college students, the question of neatness must 
appeal especially. We are at that age when habits of life are 
being formed. Steadily and firmly, habit is weaving her ever- 
strengthening net about us. To-morrow may be too late. What 
shall we do about it? Each shall decide for himself, for her- 
self.    It is now or never; choose. 
—*— 
Y. W. C.  A. NOTES. 
Although there have been no reports of our work since col- 
lege opened this fall, we have not been idle. The usual recep- 
tions that come in the fall have been given; our committees have 
been carrying out their work; mission and Bible study classes 
have been organized, and are holding their meetings regularly; 
and the membership has been increased bv the addition of nearly 
all the girls of the entering class. 
We have been helped especially in our plans for work by Miss 
Matthew, our newly appointed Secretary from the New England 
Committee. 
Miss Matthew is from Berkeley, Caifornia, and a graduate of 
the University of California, and has just taken up this work. 
She came here on the thirty-first of October, and immediately 
began work with the separate committees, giving them sugges- 
tions and helping them in any way that they needed. On Tues- 
day afternoon an informal reception was given at Milliken House, 
when most of the girls met her, and had some chance of becom- 
ing acquainted with her. 
In the evening of that day we had one of the most helpful 
meetings that we have had.    Miss Matthew addressed the girls 
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in a very interesting and helpful way on the subject, "What 
Can Christ Mean to a College Girl?" Although she could not 
stay with us very long, we were all helped by the good things 
that she told us and the suggestions that she made. 
GLIMPSES   OF   COLLEGE   LIFE. 
Mr. W. H. H. Bryant of Boston, the founder of the prize for 
the best essay on "Arbitration Instead of War," recently spoke to 
the sttulents at the close of the chapel exercises. 
Many of the students are interested in photographs at this 
time of the year. Our attention has been called to Howard's 
studio which is said to be especially good. 
Bates supporters took Waterville by storm on the occasion of 
the Colby-Bates game. Over one hundred and thirty went on 
the special train, a happy and satisfied throng. 
Two 6f the men from the outside world who have conducted 
chapel exercises recently are Rev. Mr. Clifford of South Paris, 
and Mr. Harry Myers of Hillsdale, Michigan, general secretary 
of the Free Baptist Young People's Society. 
Discussion as to who should follow out the good work done 
by Captain Reed, this year, was brought to a close, November 14, 
by the election of Kendall, '06. Mr. Kendall has played on the 
team for three seasons, giving full satisfaction, and is by all means 
a man worthy of the place. 
Hallowe'en passed quietly at the college, but noisily where the 
different classes met. 1905 went to Frost's Park, a short dis- 
tance below Lisbon ; 1906 went to Sabatis; 1907, to East Auburn; 
and 1908 to one of the houses near the college. All reported 
excellent attendance and good times. 
That Bates has many friends who are deeply interested in her 
welfare becomes more and more evident with each term. The 
attention of the students was recently called to the gifts of Amos 
W. Stetson of Boston, who has made valuable additions to our 
Library furnishings as well as to the college in other ways. 
Bates is being represented, this year, by a musical club among 
the young ladies. A short time ago they appeared in Westbrook 
where they were warmly received. Miss Ames, 1905, read sev- 
eral times during the program, with fine success.   Before return- 
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ing to college, the members enjoyed an evening at the home of 
Miss Qtiinby, 1907. 
It would seem that all complaints about the lack of a Bates 
song must be swept aside, for only a few weeks ago there 
appeared a song, the words and music of which were written by 
Miss M. Alice Bartlett, 1905. The words are full of Bates spirit, 
the music full of harmony and beauty. The one thing to do is to 
get copies and learn the song. 
Never in the memory of the students, probably never in the 
history of the institution, has so much enthusiasm been let loose 
among the students. One good mass-meeting came before the 
Maine game, two before the Colby game, and two before the 
Bowdoin game. The team has shown itself worthy of the feel- 
ing and there is a general satisfaction over the result of the 
season. 
Monday afternoon, November 14th, a large number of the 
young men of 1905 and a few other guests gathered at the home 
of President Chase, at the invitation of Mrs. Chase. The gath- 
ering was informal, and very pleasant. Opportunity was given 
to meet many of the wives of the Faculty and interested friends, 
alter which Professor Anthony of Cobb Divinity School gave a 
very interesting talk on the universities of Germany, where he 
spent two years in study. Refreshments were served near the 
close of the afternoon. Many expressions of pleasure for the 
afternoon were heard as the party broke up. 
The declamations for the Sophomore Class took place as 
usual during this fall term.. These were pronounced excellent by 
those who heard them. The prize division gave its parts in the 
college chapel, Tuesday, November 8th. and was attended by an 
especially large number of people. A pleasing part of the exer- 
cises was the music which was furnished by the college orches- 
tra.    The program: 
Music. 
PRAYER. 
The Boy Who Was Scairt o' Dying.—Sclosson. 
Leadership of Eudcated Men.—Curtis. 
The Island of the Scots.—Aytoun. 
Secession.—Hale. 
Music. 
Miss E. R. Willard. 
J.  S. Pendleton. 
Miss G. A. Manson. 
E.   P.   Freese. 
The Travels of a Soul.—Pyle. 
Heroism and History.—Bateman. 
Miss M. A. Clifford. 
E. S. Foster. 
*M 
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The Little Match Girl.—Anderson. Miss A. F. Walsh. 
Affairs  in Cuba.—Thurston. F.   P.  Caswell. 
Music. 
A Slow Man. Miss M. E. Files. 
Wendell Phillips.—Curtis. L. B. Farnham. 
The Legend of the Vain King.—Van Dyke. Miss L. L. Latham. 
Peace-Makers of Blessed  Memory.—Wallace. J.  F.   Pierce. 
Music. 
AWARD OF PRIZES. 
At the close the committee of award, Senator W. P. Frye, J. 
T. Small, Miss Louisa N. Brown, awarded the prizes to Miss 
Anna F. Walsh of Lewiston for the young ladies, and to Mr. 
Louis B. Farnham of Orland for the young men. 
The foot-ball season closed with the Bowdoin game of Novem- 
ber 12 and Bates ranks second among the Maine colleges. Con- 
sidering the weakness of the team at the close of last season and 
the light material with which the coaches had to work this year, 
the season's general record and outcome is beyond all expecta- 
tions. Success was due to the hard work not only of Captain 
Reed, Manager DeMeyer and Coaches Moody and Purinton 
whose services Bates was particularly fortunate in securing, but 
to the faithful efforts of every man connected with foot-ball, sub- 
stitutes, members of the second team and first team, all alike. 
Manager DeMeyer below gives a few facts of interest in connec- 
tion with the players and the season's record. 
A  SCHEDULE OF  1904. 
Bates 6, New Hampshire State o. 
Bates 20, Hebron o. 
Bates o, Holy Cross o. 
Bates o, Exeter 29. 
Bates o, Harvard 11. 
Bates 6, U. of M. o. 
Bates 40, Pine Tree Association o. 
Bates 23, Colby o. 
Bates 6, Bowdoin 12. 
Total—Bates 101, opponents $2. 
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List of all men who have represented the college in any inter- 
collegiate foot-ball contest this season: 
Reed (Capt.), all of N. H., H. C, Harvard, U. of M., Colby, 
and Bowdoin. 
Johnson, all of N. H., H. C, U. of M., Colby, Bowdoin, part 
of H. 
Thurston, all of N. H., H. C, H., U. of M., Colby and Bow- 
doin. 
Turner, all of H. C, H., U. of M., Colby, Bowdoin, part of 
N. H. 
Schumacher, all of N. H., Colby, Bowdoin, U. of M., part 
of H. C. 
Libby, all of N. H., H. C, part of U. of M., Colby and Bow- 
doin. 
Messenger, all of H., U. of M., Bowdoin, part of N. H., H. 
C, and Colby. 
Mahoney, all of N. H., H. C, H., Colby, and Bowdoin, part 
of U. of M. 
Wight, all of N. H., H. C, H., U. of M., Colby and Bowdoin. 
Lord, all of H. C, H., part of U. of M., Colby and Bowdoin. 
Connor, all of H., Colby, U. of M., part of N. H., H. C, and 
Bowdoin. 
Kendall, all of H., U. of M., Bowdoin, part of N. H., H. C, 
Colby. 
Foster, '07, all of N. H., part of H. C, and H. 
French, part of Colby, and U. of M. 
Jackson, part of N. H. 
Foster, '08, part of Bowdoin. 
Fraser, part of H. C, and Colby. 
Phillips, part of the Holy Cross game. 
Whole number of men out for the year, 41. 
Average number out, 28. 
Weight of the 'varsity men: Mahoney 145.5, Reed 179, John- 
son 188, Thurston 164, Turner 165, Schumacher 179, Messenger 
148.5, Wight 144.5, Kendall 156, Lord 159.5, Connor 181.5. 
Men who have won B's: Reed, Johnson, Thurston, Turner, 
Schumacher Mahoney, Messenger, Wight, Lord, Kendall, Con- 
nor, and Libbey. 
Men who are entitled to a substitute sweater: Foster, '07, 
Foster, '08, Jackson, '06. French, '08, Fraser, '08, Phillips, '06. 
The Senior Class has been represented on the 'varsity by 
Reed, Turner and Libbey; Juniors, by Kendall, Thurston, Con- 
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nor, Johnson and Mahoney; Sophomores, Wight; Freshmen, 
Schumacher, Messenger and Lord. 
Total number of college games played, six. 
Bates has scored 41 points in the college series to her oppo- 
nents 23. 
In the Maine college series she has scored 35 points to her 
opponents 12. Bates has won 2 Maine college games and lost I, 
giving her a percentage of 666 2-3. 
J. E. DEMEYER, Manager. 
BATES 23, COLBY O. 
Bates played her second Maine championship game with 
Colby at Waterville Saturday, Nov. 5. It was thought by many 
that this game would be the hardest one for Bates to win, as 
Colby had defeated Maine the week before and showed a marked 
improvement in her work. 
After the first few moments of play, however, it was evident 
that Bates was far superior to her rival, and the only question 
was, how many touchdowns can Bates score? Colby was out- 
played at all points of the game. She could not make her dis- 
tance nor could she stop the terrible onslaught of Conner and 
Schumacher nor the hurdling of Kendall and the end runs of 
Lord. Only once was Bates' goal in danger when Colby had the 
ball on Bates' two-yard line. Bates, however, held for downs 
and soon after Lord circled Colby's end for a touchdown, making 
a spectacular run of over 80 yards and successfully eluding the 
entire Coby team. Kendall distinguished himself by remarkable 
hurdling, jumping the line and making gains of five 
and eight yards. Conner and Schumacher were the strong line 
gainers for Bates, as they frequently waded into the Colby 
defense for 8 and 10 yards. The work of Lord and Messenger 
was also very noticeable and commendable. 
BATES. COLBY. 
Mahoney,   l.e I.e.,   Pugsley. 
Reed,   l.t It.,   Lyons. 
Johnson,   l.g lg-   Newman. 
Thurston.   c C,   Cotton. 
Turner,   r.g r.g.,   Sherbourne. 
Schumacher,   r.t r.t.,   Smith. 
Messenger,   r.e r.e.,   Reed. 
Libbey.   r.e q-b*   Craig. 
Wight,  q.b 'lib.,   McVane. 
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Kendall,   l.h.b r.h.b.,   DeWitt. 
Frazer,   l.h.b f.b.,   Oliver. 
Lord.   rh.b. 
Messenger, r.h.b. 
Conner,  f.b. 
Score—Bates 23, Colby 0. Touchdowns—Lord 2. Kendall. Conner. 
Goals from touchdowns—Messenger 3. Officials—Dorticos of U. of M., 
Goodwin of Portland.    Time—25- and 20-minute halves. 
BOWDOIN  12, BATES 6. 
In the final championship game of the year Bates met defeat 
at the hands of Bowdoin on Whittier Field, Brunswick, Satur- 
day, November 12. 
It was a clean, hard struggle for the championship of Maine, 
and the 3.500 people who surrounded the field saw the greatest 
game ever played on a Maine gridiron. 
Both Bates and Bowdoin had defeated Maine and Colby and 
the championship awaited the victors of this contest. In justice 
to the players it cannot be said that Bates was in the pink of con- 
dition. Connor, early in the season, received an injury in his 
sciatic nerve which kept him out of all scrimmages from the 
Maine games to the Bowdoin game. Kendall was likewise out 
of practice for over a week. 
Bates, however, gives to Bowdoin the full measure of glory 
which attends such a victory, and concedes that Bowdoin had the 
better team and therefore earned victory. In the first half each 
team scored a touchdown. Bates opened the game and started 
off with a rush. After holding Bowdoin they secured the ball and 
carried it half the length of the field for a touchdown in less than 
10 minutes of play. Bowdoin now turned the tables and getting 
the ball on the kick-off carried it 75 yards for a touchdown. The 
half closed with the score 6 to 6. 
At the opening of the second half, neither side could break 
the defense and each had to kick back and forth several times. 
At about the center of the field Bowdoin began a series of plays 
that Bates could not stop. In these plays Finn particularly fig- 
ured. Time after time he shot through the Bates line, generally 
center, for 3 and 5 yards. Bates fought every inch of ground 
and it took twenty minutes for Bowdoin to score her second 
touchdown. 
To Bates' ends and secondary defense is due great praise for 
their defensive work.    Not once did Bowdoin circle either end 
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for a gain, and early in the game discovered the uselessness of 
attempting it. 
For Bowdoin the work of Finn was the most noticeable feat- 
ure. 
The line-up and summary: 
BOWDOIN. BATES. 
J. B. Drummond, l.e I.e., Mahoney. 
Finn,   l.t l.t.,   Reed. 
Sanborn, l.g l.g., Johnson. 
Philoon,   c c,   Thurston. 
Hawkesworth,   r.g r.g..   Turner. 
Garcelon,   r.t r.t,   Schumacher. 
W. B. Drummond, r.e r.e., Messenger (Libbey). 
McGraw,   q.b q.b.,   Wight. 
Chapman,   l.h.b l.h.b.,   Kendall. 
Speake. r.h.b r.h.b., Lord  (Messenger). 
Curtis,   f.b f.b..   Connor   (Foster,   '08). 
Score—Bowdoin, 12; Bates, 6. Touchdowns—Connor. Curtis, Finn. 
Goals—McGraw 2, Messenger. Umpire—Brown of Harvard. Referee— 
Farley of Harvard. Timers—Wing and Gould of Lewiston. Official 
linesman—Clement of Auburn. 
Time—30-minute and 25-minutc periods. 
THE INTER-CLASS  FIELD MEET. 
Despite the somewhat conflicting interests of foot-ball. Bates' 
Annual Interclass Meet was of special interest this fall. Octo- 
ber 31, the day selected, was favorable, and about 28 of our stu- 
dents rivalled each other for honors on Garcelon Field. 
The meet was won by the Juniors who made 56 points. The 
struggle for second place between the Sophomore and Fresh- 
man Classes was exciting, and resulted in a victory for the Sophs, 
who totaled 25^ points, while the Freshies came close behind with 
34$ points. 
The Seniors were represented on the field as officials, and a 
large part of the success and snap of the meet was due to the very 
creditable way they acquitted themselves. 
The cup that was offered by a member of Bates, '04, was not 
won, but it is safe to say that Capt. Allan will make a hard try 
for it in the spring. 
French, '08, won the greatest number of points, 16. Red- 
den and Capt. Allan were tied for second position with 15 points 
each.   Hull, '08, was third with 11 points. 
One of the many good results of this meet was to show up the 
quality and amount of athletic material in the Freshman Class, 
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which must be the backbone of our track team next spring. We 
find there men such as Higgins and French, who with training 
and hard work on their part, will enable us next spring to send 
a Bates College track team to the Intercollegiate Meet that will 
advance our track interests beyond all previous records. 
What we want, and what our student body is demanding, is 
a better track team, and I take this opportunity to call on you 
athletes who have taken part in our meet this fall to put forth 
your best efforts next spring, and those of our students, who 
would come out for track work if they were not laboring under 
the delusion that track men have to be born with the winged feet 
of Mercury. To them I say that any student with sound body can 
by persistent effort and training win a place not only in 
our interclass meet , but in our intercollegiate meet as 
well, and we must place our track interests on a level, at least, 
with the track interests of the other Maine colleges. 
The summaries: 
Half-Mile.—Won by Allan. '06, 1st; Ramsdell, '07, 2d; and Blake, '06, 
3d.    Time—2.16. 
Quarter-Mile.—Won by Jackson, '07. 1st; Gauthier, '06, 2d; and Boak, 
'07.   Time—57 seconds. 
High Hurdles.—Won by Frazer. '08, 1st; James, '06, 2d; and Jordan, 
'06.   Time—18 seconds. 
100-Yard Dash.—Won by Hull. '08, 1st; Redden, '06, 2d; and White, 
'07, 3d.    Time—10 3-5 seconds. 
Shot-Put—Won by French. 'o8: 1st; Redden, '06. 2d; and Conner, '06, 
3d. 
Low Hurdles.—Won by Rogers, '07, 1st; Whittum, '07, 2d; and Wig- 
gin, '06, 3d.    Time—29 1-5 seconds. 
Mile Race.—Won by Allan. '06, 1st; Ramsdell, '07, 2d; and Higgins, 
'08,  3d. 
220-Yard Dash.—Won by Hull, '08, 1st; Redden, '06, 2d; and Gauthier, 
'06. 3d.    Time—24 1-5 seconds. 
High Jump.—Won by Kelley, '07. 1st; James, '06. 2d; and White, '07, 
and Frazer, '08, 3d.    Distance—5 feet. 
Pole Vault.—Won by Wiggin, '06, 1st; French, '08, 2d; and White, '07. 
Hammer.—Won by French, '08, 1st; Conner, '05, 2d; and Redden, 
'06, 3d- 
Discus.—Won by Redden. '06, 1st; French, '08, 2d; and Mahoney. '06, 
3d.    Distance—92 feet 8 inches. 
Broad Jump.—Won by Boak, '07, 1st; White, '07, 2d; and Hull, '08, 
3d.    Distance—18 feet, 4 inches. 
Two-Mile Run.—Won by Allan, '06, 1st; Farrar, '06, 2d; and Hig- 
gins, '08, 3d. 
r\Y ; 
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®x©^ange§. 
WE often hear people remark about the amazement our 
Puritan cousins would experience, if we could suddenly 
transport them from the past to the present, "call them 
up" by telephone, for instance, and take them for a 
spin in an automobile, or on an excursion in a naphtha-launch, or 
a visit of a few days in California. But would not those home- 
spun maidens and even the few men who aspired to Harvard in 
those days, be equally as surprised to be transported suddenly 
into the college world of to-day? Could you have persuaded 
Washington that within a century of which he saw the beginning, 
his country would support nearly five hundred colleges? Who 
could have imagined a century and a half ago the educational ties 
of to-day, binding together the thousands of men and women who 
represent the American college world? Yet the very fact that 
we are college men and women gives us a unity, common hopes 
and aspirations. 
Perhaps in nothing are colleges more unified, in nothing do 
they exhibit a more friendly feeling for each other than through 
their journals. Here the rivalry of the athletic field is laid aside 
and both prejudice and favoritism are forgotten. The Bozv- 
doift Quill and Pates Student lie quietly together on the same 
shelf without even turning their backs to each other. Through 
the "Exchanges" California and Maine have become neighbors. 
Is not the progress of college journalism in this century as 
marked an advance as that of steam and electricity over the old 
methods ? 
Indeed, at the present writing, when telephones have failed 
because of a recent storm, we can still shut ourselves in from 
the cold outside and picking up the Vassar Miscellany, can 
amuse ourselves an hour over its bright storiettes, its carefully 
written sketches and its scholarly essays. "The Reporter and the 
Princess" is wholly a work of the imagination, yet its theme is 
not original. The "Dawn of Morning" is certainly worth reading. 
It is a sketch of a heart struggle and shows some knowledge of 
human nature. Its success is due mainly to the suggestiveness 
of its style. 
The Tuftonian contains a story showing strong imaginative 
power, "The Resurrection of a Mummy." We are led to the heart 
of an Egyptian pyramid and there, amid a darkness relieved only 
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by a flickering torch, by a description suggesting the horrors of 
Edgar Allan Poe, we are made to see the dead come slowly to life 
and then fall to the decay of six centuries. The figures used are 
well chosen. The words fit the subject and make a vivid picture. 
The element chiefly noticeable in the story is its strength. 
A new library is being erected on the Mount Holyoke Cam- 
pus. Half of the fund of $50,000 was contributed by Mr. Car- 
negie. 
The Mount Holyoke contains an interesting and complete 
account of the Silver Bay Conference, closing with this significant 
thought from Dr. Van Dyke: 
"What we have lived, we know; 
What we know, we owe." 
The Georgetown College Journal contains a fine cut of the 
university building. The paper as a whole, however, doos not 
reach its usual high mark. In vain did we look for the 
"ex-man's" column, always so interesting and unsparing of 
friends and foes. We would express our hope that the Journal 
has not given up this department, but that next month the 
"ex-man" may appear with more originality and more helpful 
criticism than ever before. 
THE COLLEGE WALKS. 
My heart has found a secret dell, 
Where the nimble sprites of the woodland dwell; 
Where the moonbeams dance to the brooklet's lay, 
As it sings aloud on its cheerful way. 
No darksome clouds o'ershadow the stream, 
This dale ne'er quakes 'neath the lightning's gleam; 
No howling tempest spends its might. 
But peace e'er dwells in this realm of light. 
When shadows grim creep o'er my life, 
When weary of care and weary of strife,— 
My heart finds solace in that dell, 
Where the nimble sprites of the woodland dwell. 
—Georgetown  College Journal. 
IN DE SPRING. 
Dey comes a time when dis heah earf 
Seem like it am a chile, 
When ev'yt'ing am young an' green 
An' de apple orchards smile 
*¥ !■!       Ill 
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Till yo' can't hoi' in no longa, 
An' yo' laff so loud an' long 
Dat yo' scares de muvva bluebird 
In   de  middle  o'   huh   song. 
Den's de time yo'  feels yo's young once mo' 
Dough yo' haid am white's  snow, 
An' yo' mind, it gits a-wand'rin' 
Wha'  it's allers  sho' to go— 
To dat day when yo' deah Mandy 
'Lowed, as sho' as she wtlz black, 
Dat she'd love huh Rastus allers 
Till de spring stopped comin' back. 
—Smith  College Monthly. 
WHEREUNTO? 
I. 
Am I bound for that far off unknown  shore 
Of Destiny's unknown sea 
Where lies the wreck of many a bark 
That stranded on the lea? 
II. 
Dark, desolate shore, I dread it not; 
My Pilot lies anear; 
Though high the sea and black the storm. 
I go forth without fear. 
—The Buff and Blue. 
Books   Reviewed. 
"That is a good book which is opened with expectation and closed 
with profit." A. BRONSON ALCOTT. 
FORMS OF ENGLISH POETRY.      By Charles F. Johnson, L.H.D., Professor 
of English Literature in Trinity College, Hartford. 
Equally suitable for young people and for general readers this volume 
contains the essential principles of the construction of English verse, and 
its main divisions both by forms and by subject matter. The historical 
development of eight of these divisions is sketched and briefly illustrated 
by examples, but the true character of poetry as an art and as a social 
»   *. 
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force is always kept in evidence.    The book will cultivate an appreciation 
and a love of poetic literature, and will arouse in the student a love of 
poetry that is too often absent from the routine analysis of literary mas- 
terpieces undertaken to fulfill the requirements of admission to college. 
Price, $i.    American Book Co., New York. 
MORATIN'S EL SI DE LAS NINAS. Edited by J. Geddes. Jr., Ph.D.. and F. 
M. Jossdyn, Jr., Docteur de l'Universite de Paris, Professors of 
Romance Languages in Boston University. 
A late addition to a growing series of Spanish texts published by the 
American Book Company. One of the most popular of this dramatist's 
works, exposing the results of a conventional, misguided education. The 
situations in the play are humorous and cleverly devised, and the char- 
acters ably portrayed. 
Price, 50c.    American Book Co., New York. 
WAGNER'S DIE MEISTERSINGER VON NURNBERG. Edited by W. W. Bigelow, 
Associate Professor of German, Amherst College. 
This representative German drama is here presented for class read- 
ing, with a scholarly and helpful introduction, treating fully of the meis- 
tersingers and their guild. It is an accurate, genuine, sympathetic pic- 
ture of German life, showing its striking mixture of idealism and real- 
ism. This period of the nation's history is here painted in attractive 
colors, and surrounded with genial humor and poetic beauty. The lead- 
ing authorities have been consulted in its preparation. 
Price, 70c.    American Book Co., New York. 
OUTLINES OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY.    By George P. Fisher, D.D.,   LL.D., 
Professor in Yale University. 
This standard work now issued in a new and thoroughly revised edi- 
tion, comprises within a moderate compass a narrative of the most 
important events in the world's history, with their causes and conse- 
quences. The specially significant and interesting details have been sin- 
gled out for treatment. Tables of bibliography direct the inquirer to 
additional writers on various topics. There are also numerous maps and 
genealogical tables. This book is equally suitable for students, and gen- 
eral readers. It is convenient in form, and presents the results of 
thorough research and investigation. It is admirably adapted either for 
continuous study or as a reference manual for consultation. 
Price, $2.40.    American Book Co., New York. 
SHAKESPEARE: PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS.    By Col. John A. Joyce. 
If read in the right spirit much enjoyment may be gained from this 
book. The author, who says he is one of the Strulbugs who live forever, 
and so has lived with Shakespeare "in soul-lit love for three hundred and 
forty years," relates the joint life of himself and William. As his com- 
panion he is with Shakespeare when that one played before Elizabeth at 
Kenilworth. and when he became assistant prompter to Burbage at the 
Blackfriars. Large portions of several of the plays are quoted, and many 
startling opinions on various subjects are brought forward.    After bury- 
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ing Shakespeare, he comes down through the long years, to quote other 
famous men whom he has known, such as Washington, Napoleon, Lin- 
coln and Grant. The book contains portraits of Shakespeare and Col. 
Joyce. 
Price, $i.    Broadway Publishing Co., New York. 
ELOCUTION FOR BUSY PEOPLE.    By Frances R. Haywood, Principal of the 
Haywood School of Elocution and Dramatic Art. 
The object of this little manual is to present in as concise a form as 
possible the main principles of elocution. It is written in a simple and 
condensed form, avoiding all long rules and technique, and comes heartily 
recommended by elocution teachers. Its popularity is shown by the fact 
that it has gone through eleven editions. The first part of the book con- 
tains many exercises for voice culture. These are followed by selections 
for delivery. 
Price, 50c.    The Robert Clark  Company, Cincinnati. 
COLLEGE  ENTRANCE  REQUIREMENTS   IN  ENGLISH—1906—1908. 
The works included in this volume are Burke's "Conciliation with the 
American Colonies," Shakespeare's "Julius C;esar," Milton's "Minor 
Poems," Macaulay's "Life and Writings of Addison" and Macaulay's 
"Life of Samuel Johnson." These have been gathered from the Eclectic 
Series of English Classics, and are well edited. 
Price, 80c.    American Book Co.,  New York. 
FIRST LATIN WRITER.    By Mather W. Abbott, master in Groton School. 
The book contains a set of thirty-seven lessons, founded on the second 
book of Caesar's Gallic War. The exercises are particularly suited for 
second year students of Latin. 
Price, 60c.    American Book Co., New York. 
GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION.   By Edward H.   Spieker,   Ph.D.,   Associate 
Professor of Greek, Johns Hopkins University. 
The exercises in this book arc intended for the use of college classes. 
Some of the lessons are founded on the works of Demosthenes and Plato. 
The introduction and notes are especially helpful. The book is also sup- 
plied with an excellent vocabulary. 
Price, $1.30.    American Book Co., New York. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
THE   GLOBE   STEAM   LAUNDRY.    Special  Rates to College  Students. 
BLUE   STORE LEWISTON'S LEADING   CLOTHIERS 
Sole Selling Agents for Lewlston and Auburn for the celebrated 
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX FINE CLOTHING. 
YOUNG MEN'S NOBBY CLOTHING A SPECIALTY. 
BLUE   STORE, Lewiston's Big Clothing House.   '  Largest stock. Lowest Prices In the City 
The GREAT DEPARTMENT STORE 
OF THE 
CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
FORMERLY 
THE  B.  PECK COMPANY. 
WHITE STAR  LAUNDRY 
208 Park Street, LEWISTON. 
C. P. STEWARD, Agent. 
BEST WORK. BEST SATISFACTION. 
Work called for and delivered Mondays 
and Thursdays. 
ALTON  L. GRANT, 
Confectioner 
Ice-Cream, 
Fruit, and 
Soda. 
and CATERER, 
116 Lisbon St., LEWISTON 
Irving JE. penoleton, H>. /ID. D 
DENTIST 
129  Lisbon Street, 
Osgood Block. 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
T. F. CALLAHAN & CO., 
HATS, Men's Furnishings. 
Prices the Lowest. Trunks and Bags. 
276 Lisbon St., Callahan Building. 
DR. EZRA H. WHITE, 
DENTIST. 
No. I Lyceum Hall Block, 
Lisbon Street, LEWISTON. Mm. 
DR. W. II. THOMAS can be found at 
Dr. White's Office. 
Gifford's Orchestra. 
The Theatre Orchestra of Lewiston 
for six seasons. 
Let us furnish music/or your Commencement. 
H.   M.   GIFFORD,  Manager, 
87 Sabattus St., Lewiston. 
Hallo! Let's   go   down   to BERT'S.   Where's 
that?    Why, the 
WHITE    LUNCH   CART,   where   you 
get the best Sandwiches, Frankforts, 
Pies, Coffee, and Cocoa. 
WRIGHT    <5t    DITSON 
FINE    ATHLETIC    GOODS. 
The PIM RACKET and Wright & Dilson CHAMPIONSHIP Tennis Balls are UNIVERSALLY used. 
Fine Sweaters—jacket, collarless and regular style. Jerseys, Foot-Ball, and Gymnasium Suits; Field 
Hockc-j Goods, Golf Clubs and Balls; Squash Tennis and Hand Ball Goods; Peck 8c Snyder's 
Hockey and Rink Skates; Pucks, Toboggans, and Snow Shoes; Basket Ball and Fencing Goods. 
Cluss Cups and Hats u specialty.   Send for illustrated catalogue. 
WRIGHT   &  DITSON, 344 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS. 
F\   W.  JACKSON, 
Successor to F. B. Nonius, 
Ticket 
Broker 
MILEAGE BOOKS 
On All Railroads 
BOUGHT, BOLD, AND TO LET 
147 Main Street,  LEWISTON,   ME. 
TEI.KPIIONR 611-24. 
Information costs only the trouble of inquiring. 
BABCOCK  &   SHARP, 
PRESCRIPTION 
PHARMACISTS, 
71  Lisbon 8treet, 
Under Music Hall, LEWISTON,   ME. 
JOHN G. COBURN, Tailor, 240 Main street, Lewiston, Me. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
EDW.   K.   BOAK, Agent for  the   GLOBE   STEAM   LAUNDRY. 
F.   S.   FOUNTAIN, 
TAILOR, 
30 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON,  ME. 
TELEPHONE. 
DR.  E.  BfflLEY, 
DENTIST, 
20 Lisbon St.,  LEWISTON. 
Crown and Bridge Work, and Special Discount to Students. 
POCKET  KNIVES,  RAZORS, 
SCISSORS, and SHEARS, 
Paints and Oils, 
and all articles usually 
kept In a 
HARDWARE   STORE. 
GEORGE A. WHITNEY & CO., 
235 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
COBB   DIVINITY   SCHOOL, 
A   DEPARTMENT   OP   BATES   COLLEGE. 
FACULTY. 
GEORGE   C.  CHASE, D.D.,   LL.D., PRESIDENT. 
REV.  JAMES  A.   HOWE,   D.D.,   DEAN, 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Ilomlletlcs. 
REV.  BENJAMIN   F.   HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology. 
.   REV. ALFRED   W.   ANTHONY,   A.M., SECRETARY, 
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism. 
REV.  HERBERT   R.   PURINTON,  A.M., 
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation. 
REV.   A.  T.   SALLEY,   D.D., 
Instructor In Church History. 
GROSVENOR   M.   ROBINSON, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It occupies Roger Williams 
Hall, a new and beautiful building, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian Church, and to .ive 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and In the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.  
THE   BIBLICAL   TRAINING   SCHOOL. 
This school was established by vote of the Trustees, June 27, 1894, to provide for the needs of students 
not qualified to enter the Divinity School. Its students have equal privileges in the building, libraries, 
lectures, and advantages already described. Its classes, however, arc totally distinct from those of the 
Divinity School, the students uniting only in common oh ipel exercises and common prayer-meetings. 
This department was opened September 10,1895. The course of stuilv is designed to be of practical 
value to Sunday-school superintendents, Bible class teachers, evangelists, and intelligent Christians gener- 
ally, as well as to persons who contemplate the ministry. 
Certificates of attainment will be granted to those who complete the course. 
Couch Covers, Door Draperies, 
and Ornamental Furniture 
Selected with special reference as to style, colors, etc. 
—for studenti)' rooms. We'll gladly show you if 
you'll call. Bagdad Stripe Couch Covers In stylish 
colorings, $3.50 each. Door Draperies, $2.o0 to $10.00 
Pair. Jardiniere Stands, 38c. to $6.00. Pedestals for 
Statuary, $3 50 to $12.00. 
Free Delivery—Special Discount to Students. 
9 \ & CO., 
199-203 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,    MAINE. 
MILEAGE  BOOKS TO   LET By E. P. Davis, 143Ma'?8t ^EWIST0N 
PHONE 13*3. 
ELM  HOUSE, Auburn, Me.       Bates to Colleges and Fitting Schools. 
J~ 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
Work for   GLOBE   LAUNDRY Collected Monday, Delivered Thursday. 
BATES COLLEGE, 
LEWISTOF, ME. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
GEORGE   C.   CHASE, D.D., LL.D., 
PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Psychology and Logic. 
JONATHAN  Y.  STANTON, LITT.D., 
Professor of Oreek and Latin language!. 
JOHN   H.   RAND,   A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
LYMAN G. JORDAN, PH.D., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
WILLIAM   H.   HARTSHORN, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature. 
A.  N.  LEONARD,   PH.D., 
Professor of German. 
ARTHUR   C.   CLARK, B.S., 
Professor in Physics. 
C. W. A. VEDITZ, Pn.D., LL.B., 
Knowlton Professor of History and Economics. 
GROSVENOli   M.  ROBINSON, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
CAROLINE  E. LIBBY, A.M., 
Instructor in French. 
FRED   A. KNAPP, A.M., 
Instructor in Latin. 
FRED   E.   POMEROY, A.M., 
Instructor in Biology. 
W.   E.   MCNEILL, A.B., 
Instructor in English. 
HAROLD   II.   THAYER, A.B., 
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory. 
GEORGE  E.  STEBBINS, A.B., 
Assistant In Physical Laboratory. 
CARROLL   L. McKUSIC, 
Assistant in Greek. 
CAROLINE A. WOODMAN, A.M., 
Librarian. 
WM.   W.   BOLSTER, JR., A.B., 
Director in Gymnasium. 
MURIEL   E.   CHASE, 
Registrar. 
CLASSICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS  OF  ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: 
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and in English Literature the works set for examination for 
entrance to the New England Colleges. 
The regula r examination! for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednes 
day preceding Commencement, and on Monday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. 
Candidates may present instead of Oreek an equivalent in Science and Modern Languages as described in the Catalogue. 
Students admitted without Oreek may enter upon courses In that language by beginning the study of Greek and taking 
wo years of prescribed work in that language. 
EXPENSES, 
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $20(1. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of 
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
WANTED! Quickly, few persona to represent longrestab- lished wholesale house 
among retail merchants ami agents. Local terri- 
tory of few counties. $18 salary and expenses paid 
weekly. Kxpcnse money advanced. Commission 
extra. Permanent engagement. Business success- 
ful. Previous experience not essential. Enclose 
self-addressed envelope. Address, SUPKHINTEND- 
KNT TRAVELERS, 826 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 
AMES   &   MERRILL, 
DEALER8 IN 
Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices, 
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Game, and Poultry, 
Flour and Molasses. 
187 Main Street, LEWISTON,   ME. 
EXCHANGE HOTEL, T£T F. A.  WELCH Proprietor. 
Wright &   Dltson   Sweaters   are   Best.        Sold by    l_.    E.    FLANDERS 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
THE   GLOBE   STEAM  LAUNDRY,  32 to 36 Temple  Street,  PORTLAND 
fr- FisK Teacner s Agencies 
EVERETT 0. FISK &. CO., 
l'KOPKIETOKS. 
Send to any of the following addresses 
for Agency Manual Free. 
4 Aaliburton Place, BOSTON, MASS. 
156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
1505 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C 
203 Michigan Boulevard, CHICAGO, III. 
414 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
622 Hyde Block, SPOKANE, WASH. 
!t4 Seventh Street, POKTLAND, OKB. 
533 Cooper Building. DENVEH, COL. 
518 Parrott Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
525 Stlmson Block, Los ANGELES, CAL. 
R. W. CLARK, Pharmacist; 
Drugs, Chemicals, and Chemical Apparatus. 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY. 
258  M^nornVreBates.   LEWISTON,   HE. 
Go to 
J. P.   LONGLEY, 
FOB 
TRUNKS,   BAGS, 
AND 
Dress-Suit Cases. 
CO. 
COMPLETE 
HOME   FURNISHERS. 
Discount to Students  on all Purchases. 
220 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
DENTIST. 
AGENT    FOR 
Roak's Cut Flowers Ho! for Bates 
OXNARD, The Druggist 
Is for you.   Call on him. 
OXNARD'S DRUG STORE, 145 Lisbon Street. 
OH!  FUDGE! 
WE DON'T believe you 
can get used any better 
when you want Printing or 
Book-Binding done than by 
patronizing 
MERRILL & WEBBER 
Printers and Binders 
AUBURN,  MAINE 
American 
Steam   Laundry, 
C. E. HEALY, Proprietor, 
41 Lisbon St.,  LEWISTON, ME. 
J. E. ROBINSON, Agent. 
Work Collected Tuesdays and Fridays. 
Delivered Thursdays and Saturdays. 
V. S. DARLING BICYCLE CO. 
TALKING MACHINES &o SPORTING GOODS 
r\        Ouns. Rifle, Ammunition, Golf, Itase- 2\ fl        Ball and Polo Goods.     Athletic Out- ff 
UH       lita and Pocket Cutlery. \J|» 
a Court  Street, AUBURN,   MAINE 
QOLDER & MCCARTHY, 
DEALERS IN 
E. WAYNE BICKFORD, D.D.S.   Groceries, Meats, Fresh Fish and Provisions. 
LEWISTON,   MAINc. 
31   Lisbon Street, Union  Block. 
Fine Teas and Coffees. 
Leading Brands of Flour. 
r&SSoSM   50 Ash St.opp. Post-Offlce, LEWISTON 
ELM   HOUSE, Auburn, Me.       Rates to Colleges and Fitting Schools. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
THE   GLOBE   STEAM   LAUNDRY.    Special  Rates  to  College  Students. 
CHAS. A. ABBOTT, Apothecary, 
FINE   LINE   OF 
APOLLO CHOCOLATES 
IN   BOXES   AND   BULK. 
Corner Lisbon 
and Main Sts., 
Lewiston, Me. 
I a. i BOOK and JOB 
PRINTER, 
Hayes Block, 
282 MAIN STREET,        .4. 
LEWISTON. * 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A SI-EC IA LTV. 
LOWERS w 
TELIPHONE CONNECTION. 
For all occasions at 
9   GREENHOUSES, 
578   Main Street, 
LEWISTON. 
C.   L.  PRINCE, 
SAMPLE AND DAMAGED  SHOES 
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 
Men's $3.50 Shoes al $2.50. 
Ladies' $3.00 Shoes at |2.00. 
30 Bates St., LEWISTON.     28 Center St., BATH 
113   MAIN   ST. Opp. Empire Theatre 
BOYNTONS 
CAFE 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
C. S. BOYNTON, Proprietor. 
Open Day and Night. Telephone 753-52. 
DR. JOHN P. STANLEY, 
DENTIST, 
■ LLARD BLOCK, 
178 LISBON STREET. LEWISTON,   ME. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE 
MEDICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
The 85th Annual Course of Lectures will begin 
October 20,1904, and continue eight months. 
Four courses of lectures arc required of all who 
matriculate as first-course students. 
The courses are graded and cover Lectures, 
Recitations, Laboratory Work and Clinical Inslruc. 
tion. 
The third and fourth year classes will receive 
their entire instruction at Portland, where excellent 
clinical facilities will be afforded at the Maine 
General Hospital. 
For catalogue apply to 
ALFRED MITCHELL, M.D., Dean. 
BRUNSWICK, ME., July, 1SK14. 
THE TWIN CITY SHOE STORE, 
214 Main St., LEWISTON, ME., 
Next Door Below the Boston Lunch. 
We make a specialty ofhundling 
SAMPLE, DAMAGED, and   |    REPAIRING 
SECOND-HAND   SHOES. Neatly Done. 
fc OPEN 
F   ALL 
C   NIGHT 
Ste-       Only 
C. 28  Lls 
TUB DAIRY LUNCH \ 
jnc East of Portland.   Telephone 225-57.         j 
bon Street,  LEWISTON,   ME. ^ 
THE  UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
SCHOOL    OF    LAW   mamtams a three-years' course, leading to the degree 
of LL.B.     The degree of LL.M. is conferred after 
one  year's  graduate  work.     The   faculty   consists   of  nine instructors  and  four  special 
lecturers.     The case system of instruction is used.   The Moot court is a special feature. 
For announcements containing full information, address 
WH.  E. WALZ, Dean, Bangor, Me. 
ELM  HOUSE, Auburn, Me.      Rates to Colleges and Fitting Schools. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
EDW.   K.   BOAK.  Agent for th»   GLOBE   STEAM   LAUNDRY. 
THE   CARMAN-THOMPSON   COMPANY, 
Manufacturers, .lubbers, and Retailers of 
Steam and Hot   Water  Heating   Apparatus, 
BOILERS,    ENGINES,    PUMPS,    SHAFTING,    PULLEYS,    HANGERS, 
Steam Pipe and Boiler Coverings.   Steam Fitters' and Machinists' Tools, and Engineers' Supplies. 
GBO. F. THOMPSON, Treaa. and Mgr. *»-2   to   48    [VI a i n   St.,   LE1WISTON,     IV1E. 
Lewiston Monumental Works, J.   P.   MURPHY, Manager, 
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of 
No.  6   BATES   STREET. 
Near Upper M. C. R. R. Depot, 
LEWISTON,    IVIE. 
GRANITE, MARBLE, AND ALL KINDS OF FREESTONE. 
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 
TELEPHONE NO. 4IO-24. 
WAKEFIELD   BROTHERS, 
Apothecaries, 
114 Lisbon Street LEWISTON. 
JAMES   G.    HUGHES, 
TKACHER OF NATIONAL 
DANCING    DANCING ACADEMY, 
ALSO, Booms 15-17-19, 
PIANO and ARRANGING.   I    Journal Building. 
BOSTON  UNIVERSITY 
LAW   SCHOOL 
Three years' course leading to the de- 
grees—Bachelor of Law, Bachelor of Juris- 
prudence, and  Master of Jurisprudence. 
College graduates of high Standing,suffi- 
cient maturity and earnestness of purpose, 
may complete the course in two years, 
provided they attain the honor rank. 
For further particulars, address 
Dean MELVILLE M.  BIGELOW, 
Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass. 
flew Hampton Literary Institute, | MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N. H. 
REV. F. W. PRESTON, A.M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
XLhc Ibaewell press 
PRINTERS, 
PITTSFIELD,   ME. 
F. U.  LANDMAN,  A.R., 
PRINCIPAL. 
Designing, 
Embossing, 
Engraving. 
3a Ash Street, 
LEWISTON,  HE. 
HARPER & GOOGIN CO., 
Goal aim wood 138 Bates Street, TELEPHONE 217-2. 57 Whipple Street 
TELEPHONE 217-3. 
LEWISTON, ME. 
A.   P.   CONANT   &   CO., 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Groceries, Flour, Meats, and Provisions, 
235 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON,  MAINE. A.  P.  CONANT, J.  M.  STDBOIS. 
ELM   HOUSE, Auburn,  Me. Rates to Colleges and Fitting Schools. 
- 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
Work  for  GLOBE   LAUNDRY  Collected  Monday,  Delivered  Thursday. 
The Hatter. Murphy y J Sigrn, Gold Hat. 
COLLEGE and SCHOOL CAPS 
MADE   TO   ORDER. 
Long and Local Distance Telephone 218-24. 
C    E.   SOPER, 
Electrical ContractorS.aicffiiS5 
AH kind, of ELECTRICAL APPARATUS 
Installed and Maintained. 
MOTORS, DYNAMOS,  LIGHTS, AND BELL8. 
214   Main   Street, UEW1ST0N,   WH. 
BENJAMIN V. SWEET, 
OSTEOPATH. 
Literature furnished 
on application. 
327 Main Street, 
Lewiston, Maine 
****** ***** 
Union Custom Laundry 
better known as 
THE   GREEN FRONT. 
STRICTLY     HKND     WORK. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
WORK  CALLED  FOR and delivered Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday at 
30 Parker Hall, F.  P. CASWELL, Agent. 
HENRY'CURRIER. PROP.. 106 MIDDLE ST. 
(Near Main), LEWISTON,  ME. 
The 
EDUCATORS' 
EXCHANGE 
of 
PORTLAND 
Rarely fails to secure  positions for capable 
candidates. 
REGISTER   EARLY. 
C.   WILBUR   CARY, 
Y. IN. C. A. Building:, Portland, Me. 
tfMp**¥WMNft|IWI*tfN**tfttt\       Associate Office, 101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
LEWISTON CLOTHING CO., 
DEALERS IN 
...pine Clothing 
AND 
FURNISHING GOODS, 
GIVE US 
A CALL. 
230 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
GRANT   SL   CO., 
GOOD CLOTHES 
AND 
BATES   STREET   SHIRTS, 
54 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
New and Second-Hand Furniture. 
OUK PRICES ARE RIGHT. 
LEWISTON SECOND-HAND FURNITURE CO. 
28 Main Street,   LEWISTON. 
Ladies anil jjjjjjjjjj 
Have you purchased your Winter 
Coat? If not, have it made to 
measure at same price as you would 
pay for ready-made at 
HINKLET'S f Popular Price Tailor, 
47 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
Buy    a    ROELOF    MAX   of   L..    E.    FLANDERS. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
ForyourClothlng  and   F"i_irni»t-iir»B» Call on  U.   E.   FLANDERS 
FALL STYLES 
We have  all  the latest novelties in 
FINE  AND   MEDIUM-PRICED 
..SHOES.. 
SEND  US  YOUR  ORDERS  AND  WE WILL DO OUR  PART 
OUR  STYLES  AND  PRICES ARE  RIGHT. 
Yours Respectfully, 
DEAN BROTHERS,   ^™BENT   Portland, Me. 
I  I  Rl OKF % Pfl Furni,ure'Carpets'and DraPeries> 
La      L«      IJLlillL      WL        UU«t 155 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON,  ME. 
50   YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE 
TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 
COPYRIGHTS AC. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invent ion is probably patentable. Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securingj>atents. 
Patents taken  through  Munn & Co. 
tpecial notice, without charge, in the 
Scientific American. 
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir- 
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a 
year: four montha, $L Sold by all newsdealers. 
MUNN&Co.36'B-d"< 
Branch Offlce. 836 F St* Washington, ] New York . D.C. 
tmce 
Millinery, 
45 LISIONST.,  LEWISTON,  ME. 
EMPIRE THEATRE <g™*£Sgr 
SATUEDAY MATINEE AND NIGHT, OCT. 29. 
RICHARD GOLDEN 
in hii new play, 
Common Sense Bracket 
Matinee Price* 25, £0, 75, ftl.00.   Evening, 25, SO, 75, J1.00, $1.60 
luy  Alfred   Benjamin   &  Co.  Clothing  of  I—    E.   FLANDER! 
- 
f """ 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
• 
l_.    E.    FLANDERS,   the    Leading    Clothier    and    Furnl 
Have you had a shirt ironed 
on the new shirt press at the 
Fjigh St. Laundry 
An entirely new way which 
makes the shirt fit perfect 
and does not chafe your neck. 
One trial will convince you 
that it is all right. 
J. C.  WOODROW ©•  CO. 
92 Court Street, AUBURN, HE. 
Eugene Tuttle, Agent, 35 Parker Hall. 
Roger Williams Hall, Colcman, Agent. 
PROSandCONS 
COMPLETE. DEBATES 
Our foreign policy,the 
currency, the tariff, im- 
migration, high license, 
woman   suffrage, penny 
postage,   transportation, 
trusts.department stores, 
municipal  ownership of 
franchises, government 
control  of   telegraph. 
Both sides of the above 
and  many  other   gues- 
/iWr completely debated. 
Directions for organizing I 
aud conducting a debat-l 
ing society, with by-laws I 
and parliamentary rules.] 
Price, $1.50 Postpaid.) 
Cloth—469 Pages. 
HINDS & NOBLE 
31-33-35 West 15th Street, N. Y. City 
1. Schoolbooks of all publishers at on* start. 
To Whom Will 
You Trust Your Eyes? 
Did you ever hear of a skilled, reliable physician 
having bargain sales, offering to cure disease for 
one week at half price? Would you go to a physi- 
cian who did? Then why risk your delicate eyes 
by buying bargain-counter glasses? The glasses I 
fit are absolutely correct, because, to preclude all 
doubt I use three separate and distinct methods in 
each examination, because my apparatus is the 
most approved, because I have had eight years of 
successful experience as an optical specialist. My 
prices are as low as are consistent with honest, 
•correct service. 
C. 0. HOLT, Optician, 
34 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
T TCOLIAR. 
can be had in any 
style that's comfort- 
able or fashionable. 
They are made in 
Quarter Sizes 
This gives you pre- 
cisely the size you 
want. 
15 cents each 
2 for 25 cents 
Cluett,  Peabody &  Co. 
Makers of Cluett and Monarch Shirts 
our    line    of   HOLIDAY    GOODS. l_.    E.    FLANDERI 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
I_.    E.    FLANDERS,   Agent   for    Hanry    M.    Roelofs    Mats 
BASE-BALL and 
GYMNASIUM 
UNIFORMS 
and SUPPLIES. 
SEASON     1904-5. 
B Grades,   8   Shades   in   Each, 
48   Styles   in   All. 
FROM   THE   CHEAPEST  TO  THE   LEAGUE   KIND. 
Requests for Sample  Lines from Colleges, Schools, and Clubs Solicited. 
LARGEST LINES,     LOWEST PRICES,     HIGHEST GRADES. 
SPEEDY   DELIVERIES. 
I, 
OFFICE   AND   SALESROOM : 
119 Nassau Street, NEW YORK. 
All tine  Leading Styles can  be   found  at   l_.   EC.   FLANDERS' 
T 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
WBIGHT  & DITSON  GOODS always in stock at L.   E.   FLANDERS'. 
New Store and New Goods 
BUT   OLD   F^RIEINDS. 
Having served you personally 
before, we know the kind of 
...Clothing 
you desire, and have purchased a 
SPECIAL   COLLEGE   LINE 
We want your trade, you will want our goods. 
CRONIN & ROOT, 110 LISBON STREET, Outfitters to Men and Boys. 
C. E. CRONIN. FBBD L. HOOT. 
pagg § Plummer's Studio 
A Specialty of 
Group and 
Class Sittings. 
<*&COLLEGE   PHOTOGRAPHERS.^ 
We are looking for the College patronage, and we are pleased to have 
you call and make our rooms your headquarters. 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
Difficult Watch 
and Jewelry 
Repairing a 
Specialty. 
College 
Seals and 
Pins. 
Graduate Opticians 
and Jewelers. 
Cash Paid for Old Gold and Silver. 
70 Llabon Street, Opp. Music Hall Entrance. 
CHANDLER & WINSHIP, 
Books, Stationery, etc. 
100 Lisbon St., Lewis ton. 
A. E. HARLOW 
MANUFACTURING 
CONFECTIONER 
58 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
HENRY C. WESTON, 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers. 
First-Class Goods at Lowest Prices. 
272 Main Street, •   Opp. St. Joseph's Churoh. 
Residence, Cor. Blake and Sabattua Sta. 
REP AIRING   A   SPECIALTY. 
Alfred Benjamin & Co. Clothing is the Best.     Call on L.  E. FLANDERS. 
^ 
L_ -ft £. i 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
THE   GLOBE   STEAM    LAUNDRY, 26 to  36 Temple Street, PORTLAND 
%, 
**, 
% 
"\ r- 
THE   FAMOUS 
Stein-Bloch and 
Kuppenljeimer Lines 
Can always be found at our store. 
THE   BEST   FITTING, 
THE   BEST   HANGING, 
THE   BEST   SHAPE-RETAINING 
Ready-to-Wear Garments in the world. 
Old Banner 
Clothing House, 
140 Lisbon St., 
THE LIVING SPRING FILTER. 
Do you want pure water from your own faucet? You can have it by using the Living 
Spring Filter, the up-to-date 20th century invention for the purification of drinking water. 
The Living Spring Filter combines new and scientific principles for filters; it is like no other 
filter. Good, reliable agents wanted. This company can give honest, alert, hard-working 
agents big terms, choice of territory, constant assistance. Such agents can make from $15.00 
to $40.00 per week; no agent wanted who cannot make $15.00 per week. Sample 81.00, post- 
age paid. 
DIRIGO FILTER MANUFACTURING CO., Incorporated, 
124 LISBON STREET, LEWIST0N, ME. Telephone,   108-4. 
R Proper Clothing 
FOR COLLEGE MEN. 
HasHell & Co. 
AUBURN, ME. 
ELM  HOUSE, Auburn, Me.      Bates to Colleges and Fitting Schools. 
/ 
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